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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Project is comprised of the construction of a 24 7 -M\V solar array field, an 
on-site electrical substation, telecommunications upgrades, including the 
construction of three microwave towers, upgrades to 17 miles of transmission lines, 
a nd a n access road, \>vhich will traver se multiple water s of the United Sta tes and of 
the Sta te . The Project would be constructed on approximately 2,506 acres of 
r esource-rich land in unincorporated San Benito County, including land under the 
jurisdictions of San Benito County, Fresno County and the Bureau of Land 
Management ("BLM"). 3 

The County claims that the revised Project, which has been rnduced in size 
from 399 MW t o 24 7 MW will address the concerns raised by en vironmental groups 
and concerned citizens . 4 However , t he County is incorrect . The Project is proposed 
on thousands of acres ofland that is home to multiple endangered, threaten ed and 
specia l sta tus species. For example, the Project would be constructed on the last 
remaining, undisturbed core recovery area for the Federally and State endangered 
San Joaquin Kit Fox.5 Initially, three core recovery areas were designated by the 
United States Fish and \~'ildlife Service (USFWS), as essential for recovery of the 
species; however, multiple solar projects and other leap frog developments have 
encroached upon these areas, leaving only the P anoche Va lley a s the last r efuge for 
a species facing increasing environmental strain. 

The purpose of a supplem ental environmental impact r eport is to inform the 
public of and address cha nges in a project, changes in circumstances and the 
availability of new information, which may result in previously unidentified, and 
unmitigated significant impacts, among other information.6 However , the DSEIR 
omits much of this information and fails to ser ve its purpose under CEQA. For 
example, inform ation, which was not available at the time of the Final 
Environmental Impact Report ("EIR's") certification , is now available regarding 
solar PV projects' significant impacts on sensitive mammals and bat and avian 
species . Furthermore, changes in circumstances related to drought conditions in 
California have made clear that the development of solar projects has the potential 

s DSEIR, p. B-27. 
4 DSEIR, p . C.6-1. 
5 E ndangered Species Recovery Program: Recovery Plan for Upland Species of the San Joaquin 
Valley, California (last visited Jan. 31, 2015) available at 
http://esrp.csustan.edu{publications{pubhtml.php9doc=sjv1:p&file=chapter02LOO.html. 
s Pub. Res. Code § 21166. 
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to substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with 
groundwater recharge. In addition, over the past four years, construction of power 
plants and other developments throughout the state have substantially interfered 
with habitat connectivity throughout the range of various endangered and 
threatened species, and many p1·ojects, such as this one, pose substantial adverse 
effects directly on threatened and endangered species. However, data and analysis 
regarding this new information and changed circumstances has been omitted from 
the DSEIR. As a result, the DSEIR fails to comply with CEQA. 

As explained more fully below, the DSEIR (1) fails to set forth a stable and 
finite project description; (2) fails to set forth the environmental baseline for 
hazardous materials and biological and hydrological resources, among other 
resources; (3) lacks substantial evidence to support its conclusions regarding the 
Project's significant impacts; (4) fails to identify, analyze and mitigate to the extent 
feasible Project impacts on public health and the state's limited hydrological, 
biological and other resources ; (5) improperly defers formulation of mitigation 
measures to post approval studies; and (6) fails to adequately identify and analyze 
the Project's cumulative impacts. As a result of these shortcomings, the DSEIR 
lacks substantial evidence to support its conclusions and fails to properly mitigate 
the Project's significant environmental impacts . The DSEIR's numerous defects 
render it inadequate as an informational document. 

These comments will demonstrate that the DSEIR for the Project is fatally 
flawed. The DSEIR is a classic example of bare conclusions without appropriate 
prior analysis or due consideration. In light of the DSEIR's fundamentally flawed 
nature, the comments contained in this letter should be viewed as illustrative of the 
problems with the document, rather than as a comprehensive catalogue of the 
document's deficiencies. A number of the conclusions contained in the DSEIR are 
not supported by facts, reasonable assumptions predicated on facts, or expert 
opinion supported by facts. Based on the findings of this comment letter, a revised 
DSEIR must be written and recirculated before the County may legally approve the 
Project. 

We have reviewed the DSEIR and its technical appendices with assistance 
from technical consultants, whose comments and qualifications are attached as 
follows: Scott Cashen, with the assistance of Michael Morrison (Attachment A); 
Petra Pless (Attachment B); and Tom Myers (Attachment C). The County must 
respond to these consultants' comments separately and individually. 
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II. STATEMENT OF INTEREST 

San Benito Residents for Responsible Development is an unincorporated 
a ssocia tion of individuals and labor organizations that may be adversely affected by 
the potential public and worker health and safety hazards and environmental and 
public ser vice impacts of the Project. The associat ion includes Sa n Benito County 
residents , such as John Barber , \¥allace Barnes , James Brown, Miguel Bustos, 
Bryan Daniel, L. Earl Davis, Randall Dike, Heath Gua racha, Richard Hodges, 
Valentin Ivanov, Andres Laureano, Steven Luiz, J ose Martinez, Robert Rovella, 
Gilbert Sanch ez, Cha rles Schlesinger , J a ime Ur zua, and California Unions for 
Reliable Energy ("CURE") and its member s a nd th eir families and other individuals 
that live, recreate and/or work in San Benito County (collectively, "San Benito 
Residents") . The associa tion was formed to advocate for r esponsible and 
sustainable solar development in San Benito County and nearby surrounding areas 
in order to protect public health and safety and the environment where the 
association members and their families live, work and recreate. 

The individual members of San Benito Residents and the members of the 
a ffiliated labor organizations live, work, recreate and raise their families in the San 
Benito County. They would be directly affected by the Project's environmen tal and 
health and safety impacts. Individual members may also work constructing the 
Project itself. They will be first in line to be exposed to any health and safety 
hazards that may be present on the Project site. They each have a personal interest 
in protecting the Project a rea from unnecessary, a dverse environmenta l and public 
health impa cts . 

The organizational m ember s of Sa n Benito Residen ts also h as an inter est in 
enforcing environmental laws that encourage sustainable development and ensure a 
safe working environmen t for the union organization's members that they 
represent. Environmentally detrimental project s can jeopardize future jobs by 
making it more difficult and more expensive for businesses to locate and people to 
live there. This in turn jeopardizes future development by causing construction 
moratoriums and otherwise reducing future employment opportunities for 
construction workers. The labor organization members of San Benito Residents 
therefore have a direct interest in enforcing environmental laws to minimize the 
adverse impacts of projects that \Vould otherwise degrade the environment. 
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III. THE PROJECT DESCRIPTION IS INADEQUATE 

The DSEIR does not meet CEQA's requirements because it fails to include a 
complete and accurate project description, rendering the entire impact analysis 
unreliable. An accurate and complete project description is necessary to perform an 
evaluation of the potential environmental effects of a proposed project. 7 \.Vithout a 
complet e project descript ion, t h e environmenta l analysis will b e impermissibly 
narrow, thus minimizing the project's impacts and undercutting public review. s 
The courts have r epeatedly held that "an accurate, stable and finite project description 
is the sine qiia non of an informative a nd legally sufficient [CEQA document]."9 "Only 
through ai1 accurate view of the project may affected outsider s and public decision 
maker s balance the proposal's benefit against its en vironmen tal costs." 10 

CEQA Guidelines section 15378 defines "project" to mean "the whole of ai1 

action, which has a potential for r esulting in either a direct physical change in the 
environment, or a reasonably foreseeable indirect physical change in the 
environment."11 Courts have explained that for a project description to be complete, 
it must address not only the immedia te environmental consequences of going 
forward with the project, but a lso a ll "reasonably foreseeable consequence[s ] of the 
initial project." 12 "The term 'project' r efers to the activity which is being approved 
and wh ich may be subject to several discretionary approvals by governmental 
agencies. The term project does not m ean each separate governmental approval."13 
Accordingly, CEQA requires that the project description contain a brief statement of 
the intended uses of an EIR, including a list of a gencies wh ich will use the EIR, 
a long with the permits and approvals r equired for implementation of a proposed 
project.14 

7 S ee, e.g., Laurel Heights Itnprovernent Association v. Regents of the University of California (1988) 
47 Cal.3d 376. 
s See id. 
9 County of Inyo v. County of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d185, 193. 
10 Id., at 192·193. 
11 14 Cal.Code Regs, tit . 14, §15378 ("CEQA Guidelines'') . 
12 Laurel Heights, 47 Cal.3d 376, emphasis added; see also Vineyard A rea Citizens for Responsible 
Growth, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cordova (2007) 40 Cal.4th 412, 449·50. 
is CEQA Guidelines, § 15378(c) . 
14 CEQA Guidelines§ 15124(d) . 
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A. The DSEIR Fails To Provide an Accurate List of the Intended 
Uses of the DSEIR. 

The DSEIR's project description fails to list the agencies that are expected to 
use th e EIR in their decisionmaking and all the permits and approvals required to 
implement the Project.15 The DSEIR fails in this regard for two reasons. 

First, the DSEIR fails to include Fresno County as a responsible agency. 
'"Responsible agency' means a public agency, other than the lead agency, which has 
responsibility for carrying out or approving a project."16 Fresno County is a 
responsible agency because its approval is required for two actions necessary for 
carrying out the Project. The DSEIR's failure to list Fresno County as a responsible 
agency violates CEQA and fails to inform the public regarding the extent of 
approvals required for the Project. 

Second, the DSEIR fails to identify the t\vo Fresno County approvals required 

83-9 

for Project implementation. According to the Fresno County Zoning Code, 83-10 

construction of communications equipment facilities and micro\\1ave r elay 
structures in the Exclusive Agricultural District r equires "Director Review and 
Approval ," 17 and private use airports, h eliports and crop dusting strips require a 
CUP.IS According to the DSEIR, th e PG&E upgrades n ecessitate the construction 
of up to three telecommunications towers. 19 Furthermore, the Applicant is 
proposing th e construction of multiple h elipads for the construction of th e Pacific 
Gas & Electric Company ("PG&E") upgrades. 20 Accordingly, Fresno County must 
consider two discretionary approvals required for implementation of the Project. 
The DSEIR's failure to list the required approvals violates CEQA and fails to inform 
the public regarding the extent of approvals required for the Project. 

16 Pub. Res . Code § 21069. 
n Fresno County Zoning Ordinance, § 816 .2 subd. C. 
18 Id. § 816.3 subd. K. 
19 DSEIR, p. B·29. 
20 DSEIR, p. B·28. 
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B. The Project Description F ails t o Ade quately Describe t he 
Exten t of Gr a ding a nd Tre nching Required for Pr oject 
Construct ion 

The DSEIR fails to provide a sufficiently detailed account of th e extent of 
grading and trenching required for Project construction . This information is 
necessary to fully a ssess Project impacts on vernal and ephemera l pools, a s t h ese 
features are known breeding grounds for Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp a nd California 
Tiger Salamanders, which have been documented a t the Project site .21 According to 
the DSEIR, the Project requires only "limited grading;" however, the DSEIR goes on 
to clarify , that 392 a cr es will be gr a d ed to accommodate t he s ola r panels .22 This 
extent of gradin g is by n o means "limited ." In fact , the area to be gra d ed is nearly 
double that of the previously-approved project. 23 The DSEIR's descr iption of 
grading and tr enching is inadequate for two reasons . 

First, the DSEIR's st atement that grading will be minimal due to the nearly 
flat ter rain at the Pr oject site is inaccurate and misleacling.24 The Project actually 
requires t r enching for the installation of undergr ound electrical lines an d 185,000 
support post foundations. 25 The DSEIR does not clarify the depth of the grading 
and trenching required for installa tion of the Project components. Furth ermore, 
while the DSEIR sta tes that each of the posts has an approximately 4.5 inch 
circumference, the DSEIR fails t o provide the length of the posts or the depth that 
they will be installed into the groun d . Given the numerous hydrologica l an d 
biological features on the Project site, more information is r equired so Pr oject 
impacts can be assessed and mitigated . 

Second, it is unclear what Project components ar e included in the estimated 
392 acr es of gradin g. For example, t h e DSEIR set s for t h sever a l P r oject featm·es, 
such a s support post foundations , concrete foundations associated with inverters 
and MV transformers, and switchgear foundations .26 These features will 

21 S ee Letter from J effrey R. Single, Regional Manager California Department of Fish and Wildlife, 
to Kate Kelly, Kelly Group Consul ting, Re: Inquiry Regarding Per mitting St atus of the Panache 
Solar Project (October 10, 2014). Attachment D. 
22 DSEIR, p. B-8. 
23 Jd. 
24 DSEIR, p. B·S. 
25 Seep . B-8. 
2s DESIR, pp. B-8, 9. 
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collectively impact approximately 105,000 square feet.27 The DSEIR goes on to 
state that each of the areas impacted by these componen ts is included in Table B-3. 
Table B-3 includes multiple Project components and concludes that the total 
disturbance area of these components is 857 acres .28 However , no information is 
provided regarding the relationship between the 857 acres to be "disturbed" and the 
area that will be graded. This clarification is necessary, as grading and trenching 
are required for the installation of concrete foundations and steel support beams, 
respectively . The DSEIR's description is unnecessarily confusing and misleading. 
·without information that clarifies the relationship between the disturbance areas, 
project components that require trenching and foundation installation, and the 
calculated area for grading t h e public and decision makers cannot fully determine 
and assess Project impacts on the environment. 

c. The Project Description Fails to Provide Information 
Regarding the Timing of PG&E Upgrade Construction 

The DSEIR fails to set forth when the PG&E upgrades will be constructed 
a nd whether their construction will overlap with construction of the solar array. 
This information is required to assess Project impacts on air quality. The PG&E 
upgrades will require the installation of up to twelve new tubular steel poles and 
their foundations, four new workstations , up to three telecommunications towers, 
the installation of new optical ground wire ("OPGW"), and 12 temporary pull/reel 
and splice sites, which will each require a work area along the 17 mile transmission 
line corridor. 29 The DSEIR states that the installation of the OPGW can be 
completed in approximately 12 - 16 weeks.so Helicopters, which will require 
helipads, will be used for the delivery of materials, and the transportation of 
workers, given the rem ote location of the upgrades . 31 Project impacts cannot be 
properly assessed without information regarding the timing of the PG&E upgrades. 
A DSEIR that provides adequate information regarding -..vhen the PG&E upgrades 
will be constructed is required so that Project impacts on air quality may be fully 
identified and mitigated. 

21 Id. 
2s DSEIR, p . B·9 (etnphasis added) . 
29 DSEIR, pp . B-26 - 27. 
so DSEIR, p. B·28. 
31 Jd. 
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IV. THE DSEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY AND ACCURATE LY SET 
FORTH THE ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE AGAINST WHICH 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS SHOULD BE MEASURED 

The DSEIR describes th e existing environmental set t ing inaccur ately and 
incompletely, thereby skewing the entire impact analysis. The existing 
environmental setting is the startin g point from which the lead agency must 
measure whether a proposed project may cause a significant environmental 
impact. 32 CEQA requires lead agencies to include a description of the physical 
environmental conditions in the vicinity of a project, as they exist at the time 
environmental review commences.33 CEQA defines the environmental setting as 
the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project, as they exist at 
the time the notice of preparation is published, from both a local and regional 
perspective. 34 

Describing the environmental setting accurately and completely for each 
environmental condition in the vicinity of the Project is crit ical to an accurate, 
meaningful evaluation of en vironmen tal impacts . The importan ce of having a 
stable, finite, fixed environmental setting for purposes of an environmental an alysis 
was r ecognized decades ago.35 Today, th e courts are clear that, "[b]efore the 
impacts of a Project can be assessed and mitigation measures con sidered, an 
[en vironmen tal r eview document] must describe th e existing environment. I t is 
only against this baseline that any significant environmen tal effects can be 
determined."36 In fact, it is: 

a central concept of CEQA, widely accepted by the courts, that the 
significance of a Project's impacts can not be measured unless the DEIR 
first establishes the actual physical conditions on the property. In 

s2 See, e.g., Communities for a Better Env't v. S. Coast Air Quality Mgmt. Dist. (March 15, 2010) 48 
Cal.4th 310, 316; Fat v. County of Sacramento (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 1270, 1278 ("Fat'), citing Remy, 
et al., Guide to the Calif. Environmental Quality A.ct (1999) p . 165. 
33 CEQA Guidelines, § 15125(a); see also Com1nunities for A Better Environment v. South Coast Air 
Quality Management Dist. (2010) 48 Cal.4th 310, 321. 
s4 CEQA Guidelines §15125(a) (emphasis added); Riverwatch v. County of San Diego (1999) 76 
Cal.App.4th 1428, 1453 ("Riverwatcli' ). 
35 County of Inyo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185. 
ss County of Amador v. El Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 76 Cal.App.4th 931, 952. 
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other words, baseline determination is the first r a ther tha n the last 
step in the environmental r eview process. 37 

The DSEIR must also describe the existing en vironmental setting in 
sufficien t detail to enable a proper analysis of Project impacts. 38 Section 15 125 of 
the CEQA Guidelines provides that "[k]nowledge of the r egional setting is critica l to 
the assessment of environmental impacts."39 This level of deta il is n ecessary to 
"permit the sign ificant effects of th e Project to be considered in the full 
environmental context ."40 

The descript ion of the environmental setting in the DSEIR is inadequate 
beca use it omits highly r elevant ne\'V information and changed circumstances 
r egarding biological resources, a ir quality and ground water r esom·ces. The County 
must gather the relevant data and provide an adequat e description of the existing 
environmental setting in a revised and r ecirculated DSEIR. 

A. The DSEIR F ails to Adequately and Accurately Set Forth t h e 
Existing Environme ntal Setting Against \>Vhich Impacts to 
Biological Resources Must be Measured 

The DSEIR provides an inaccurat e description of the existing en vironmental 
setting for multiple plant and animal species on the P roject site. Accordin g to 
biological expert Scott Cashen, there is conflicting information in the DSEIR 
appendices and repor ts that must be r esolved. The baseline for impacts to biological 
r esources is inaccurate for a t leas t five r easons . 

i . The DSEIR Fails to Provide the Existing Environmental Setting 
for Biological Resources at Panache l'vlountain 

The Project includes the construction of up to three microwave towers, with 
one tower potentially located a t Panoche Mountain. However, the DSEIR fails 
entirely to describe the biological resources present. Instead, the DSEIR describes 
Panoche Mountain as havin g "developed habitat."41 However, t he information in 
the DSEIR conflicts with the information presented in th e "\Yater Resources chapter , 

37 Save our Peninsula Comm. v. Monterey County Ed. of S upervisors (2001) 8 7 Cal.App.4th 99, 125. 
38 Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Mgmt. Dist. (1997) 60 Cal.App .4th 1109, 1121-22. 
S9 CEQA Guidelines§ 15125(d). 
40 Id. 
4 1 DSEIR, p . C.6-1 3. 
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which states: 

"Panoche Mountain (a t approximat ely 2,100 feet of elevation), 
nor theast of the project site, consists of uninhabited grassland and 
sh rubland open space. Panoch e Mountain curren tly h as at least two 
exist ing microwave communication towers, and a ne\v tower (up to 300 
feet tall) is proposed within the developed site of one existing tower. 
The site is located at the summit of Panoche Mountain and is 
su rrounded by steeply sloped ridges and valleys. The headwaters of 
several unnamed streams begin in the valleys that descend from the 
summit of Panoche Mountain. The n earest headwaters ar e located 
approximately 500 feet from the proposed tower site."42 

Mr. Cashen clarifies, "t he disturbed habitat at Panoche Mountain is limited to 
approximately 20,000 ft2 "43 This area of disturbance is confined to th e area 
ben eath existing microwave towers . The DSEIR goes on to conclude that "[t]he 
construction of the new microwave tower [at Panoche Mountain] would be in an 
area that is already disturbed with similar equipment. Impacts to sensitive species 
a re not anticipated from pla nned work in this existin g disturbed area."44 The 
DSEIR's conclusion is not suppor ted by substantial evidence. 

The biological 1·esources at the site of the proposed microwave tower wer e 
never assessed. However , there is information available that indicates the Project 
may substantially deplete habitat for special status plant and animal species. 
Accordin g to Mr. Cashen, "[t)he California Natu ral Diversity Database ("CNDDB") 
has a record of the blunt-nosed leopard lizard occurring at the site (i .e ., the 
"Panoche Mtn Telephone Co Repeater Site). In addition to the bhmt-nosed leopard 
lizard, there are other special-status wildlife, and special-status plant species, that 
may be affected by construction of the new tower."45 Therefore, the DSEIR has 
omitted information regarding t he incremental changes in the environmental 
setting for biological resources related to the changed project description. 46 A new 
DSEIR that provides information regarding the environmental baseline at Panoche 

42 SEIR, p. C.15-3. 
43 Cashen, p. 6 
44 Cashen, p. 7; see also Energy Renewal Partners, LLC, Panoche Valley Solar Projeet 
Telecommunications Upgrades Modifications to PG&E Planned Disturbance Areas (Oct. 2014). 
45 Cashen, p. 7 (internal citation omitted). 
46 See Benton v. Ed. of Supervisors (1991) 226 Cal. App. 3d 1467. 
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Mountain must be circulated so the public and decision makers can fully 
understand the Project's potential impacts on endangered species, such as the 
blunt-nosed leopard lizard ("BNLL"). 

ii. The DSER Fails to Provide a Consistent Description of the 
Existing Environmental Setting for Plants on the Project Site 

The DSEIR's description of the environmental setting for special status 
plants is inadequate for three reasons. First, biological expert Scott Cashen points 
out, "[f]ocused botanical surveys were conducted for the Project during the fall of 
2009 and the spring of 2010. The results of those surveys are now outdated."47 

USF\X/S requires that project sites that have inventories older than th.Tee years 
need additional surveys.48 Mr. Cashen explains the reason USF\VS requires ne\v 
surveys is that "[a]dditional special-status plant species may have colonized the 
Revised Project site."49 Five years have lapsed since surveys for rare plants on the 
Project site were conducted; therefore, additional surveys are required in order to 
establish the existing environmental baseline. 

Second, the DSEIR fails to provide any data or analysis to substantiate its 

I 83-19 cont 

83-20 

conclusion that suitable habitat for special plant species is unlikely to occur within 83-21 

disturbance limits associated with the PG&E upgrades.50 Indeed, Mr. Cashen's 
independent revie\v of the Project, and evidence in the DSEIR's Transmission Line 
Natural Resource Assessment ("TLNRA") indicate that there is potential habitat for 
special status plant species on th e Project site. However', the appendix referred to 
in the TLNRA was improperly omitted from the DSEIR, preventing the public and 
decisionmakers from completing an independent review of the information that the 
DSEIR relied upon to reach its conclusion. 

Mr. Cashen explains that, "there is evidence that at least some special-status 
plant species have a higher potential of occurring in the Revised Project area than 
what is suggested in the SEIR."51 Indeed, "the Consortium of California Herbaria 
database contains numerous records of gray bushmallow occurring along Panoche 
Road in close proximity to the Revised Project area. The SEIR provides a similar 
unjustified conclusion regarding the potential for Hall's tarplant (Deinandra 

47 Cashen, p. 2. 
48 Jd. 
49 Jd. 
50 Cashen, p. 2. 
5! Cashen, p . 3. 
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halliana)."52 The DSEIR must be revised to provide accurate information, and 
disclose the studies upon w hi.ch it relied, to determine the setting for special status 
plants along the proposed transmission line updgrades . 

Third, the DSEIR fails to disclose the presence of California jewelflower on 
the Project site. According to the TLNRA, "California jewelflower (Caulanthiis 
californicus) was det ected in 'Study Area 1,' which is within the Revised Project site 
boundary and immediately adjacent to the solar field."53 According to Mr. Cashen , 
not only is the California jewelflower listed as en dan gered, but the species is 
"critically imperiled," and h as "a very high risk of extinction due to extreme 
r arity."54 Accordingly, "[a)ny impact, eit her direct or indirect, to such a critically 
endangered species \lvould jeopardize its continued existen ce." The DSEIR must 
address and remedy these inconsistencies r egarding the occurrences of r are pla nts 
on the Project site . This information is critical for det ermining the Project's adverse 
impacts on specia l plant species. 

The DSER Fails to Provide a Consistent Description of the 
Existing Environmental Setting for the Endangered California 
Condor 

The DSEIR provides conflicting reports regarding the presence of California 
condors on the Project site. The DSEIR states, "[i]mpacts to foraging habitat for 
California condors , Swainson's hawk, and white-tailed kite would also be potentia lly 
significant absent mitigation; however, these raptors have not been observed on site 
during the approximately 25,000 survey hours logged."55 However, Mr. Cashen 
explains that this information is inaccurate. 56 According to the da ta included in the 
avian surveys, a California condor was seen when golden eagle nest surveys \1vere 
being conducted. 57 

The DSEIR's description of the exis ting set t ing for condors is wrong. 
Accurate information is crucial because the elimina tion of the Project site as 
fora ging hab itat, as well as impacts associated with lake effect, and collisions with 
transmission lines and telecommunications structures, have the potential to impact 

52Jd. 
153 Cashen, p . 3. 
54 Cashen, pp . 3 - 4. 
55 DSEIR, p . C.6-38 (eniphasis added"). 
56 Cashen, p. 4. 
57 Avian Conservation Str ategy, p . 24. 
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California condors .58 However, this potentially significant impact was omitted from 
the DSEIR because it concluded that no condors were sighted. The information in 
the DSEIR directly conflicts with in.formation in the avian surveys conducted at the 
Project site. By skewing the existing environmental setting for California condors, 
the DSEIR obscures the Project's impacts in violation of CEQA. Because a condor 
was sighted, a species-specific survey must be conducted so that the public and 
decision makers are fully informed as to what impacts the Project will have on 
California condors. 

iv. The DSEIR 's Fails to Provide an Adequate Account of the 
Existing Environmental Setting for Golden Eagles 

The DSEIR provides conflicting and misleading information regarding the 
importance of the Project site as golden eagle habitat for two reasons . First, the 
surveys relied upon in the DSEIR are inadequate. The DSEIR claims that the 
DSEIR point count surveys were conducted during the summer, fall and winter of 
2013-2014.59 However, Mr. Cashen explains that based on the in.formation provided 
in the DSEIR appendices, the surveys were conducted from September 3, 2013 
through January 24, 2014. 60 Accordingly, surveys were not conducted during the 
summer, as claimed in the DSEIR. The DSEIR attempts to resolve this 
inconsistency by stating, "any miscellaneous observations information gathered 
during the 2013 PVS giant kangaroo rat and blunt-nosed leopard lizard surveys, 
conducted in March through September, 2013, was also used to supplement the 
point count/UDA data."61 However, Mr. Cashen explains that surveying for BNLL 
and giant kangaroo rat ("GKR") specifically involves watching the ground, whereas 
surveying for golden eagles involves focusing on the air and cliffs. 62 Therefore, it is 
impossible for the surveyors to have adequately and accurately conducted surveys 
for these species , s imultaueously.63 The DSEIR's information regarding the 
sufficiency of golden eagle surveys is inaccurate. 

Second, the DSEIR provides a misleading account of the area's importance to 
golden eagles. The Eagle Conservation Plan states, "[t]he overall activity levels 
within the Project Footprint appear low with a majority of the activity taking place 

58 DSEIR, p. C.6-38; see also generally Cashen. 
159 Eagle Report, p . 7. 
60 Id. 
61 Id. at 8 . 
62 Cashen, p . 5. 
ss Id. 
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on adjacent conser vation lands."64 However, Mr. Cashen "disagr ee[s] with the 
Applicant's conclusion that the Revised Project site is not an important eagle use 
a rea, and that the majority of eagle activi ty occurs on adjacent conservation 
lands." 65 Despite the locations of the point count stations, a number of which 
included land outside the P1·oject footprint, 66 a substantial number of golden eagle 
sitings were within the Project footprint . "The results of the point count surveys 
included a total of 61 observations of [golden eagles] GOEA. This total includes 23 
individual observations of GOEA seen within the point count plot boundaries and 
38 observations outside the plot boundaries."67 Indeed, Mr. Cashen points out that 
figure 8 of the Point Count Survey Report, w hi.ch depicts the golden eagle 
observations, demonstrates substantial golden eagle use of the Project site. 68 

However, by including more land outside the Project footprint than the Project 
footprint itself for the point count surveys, the baseline for golden eagles has been 
skewed. A DSEIR that remedies this discrepancy in the description of golden eagle 
use patterns must be recirculated so the public and decision makers can fully assess 
impacts to golden eagles. 

v. The DSEIR Omits New Information Regarding the Existing 
Environmental Setting for San Joaquin Kit Fox 

The DSEIR omits information regarding the USFWS-designated core 
recovery areas for th e Federally and State listed San Joaquin kit fox. 69 vVhere an 
EIR fails to disclose and analyze laws and policies directly applicable to the Project 
under review it "falls far short of 'demonstrat[ing] to an apprehensive citizenry that 
the agency has, in fact analyzed and considered the ecological implications of its 
actions.'" 10 A lack of specific statutory targets or thresholds does not relieve a lead 
agency of its duty to ensure that an EIR perform a m eaningful consistency 
analysis . 71 Accordingly, the DSEIR's analysis must reflect impacts to the San 
Joaquin kit fox, which is endangered throughout its range, and impacts on kit fox 

64 Eagle Conservation Plan, p . 17. 
65 Cashen, p . 5. 
66 See Panoch Valley Solar Point Count Survey Study Report, p.7 and Figres 4, 5, 6 (April 2014). 
67 Eagle Report, p. 10. 
68 Cashen, p . 5. 
69 See United States Fish and Wildlife Service Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office, San Joaquin Kit 
Fox Ffoe Year Review: Summary and Evafoation, pp. 12 - 16 (Feb. 16, 2010) availahle at 
http://ecos.fws.gov/docs/five year review/doc3222.pdf. 
70 Cleveland Nat'l Forest Found. v. San Diego Association of Gov't (2014) 231 Cal.App.4th 1506, 1073 
citing Laurel Heights, 47 Cal.3d at 392, 253. 
11 Id. at 1072. 
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habitat and population. 12 The USFWS has designated three core population areas, 
which are essential to the Kit Fox's recovery. 73 The species' recovery hinges on the 
protection of three core populations in: (1) the Carrizo Plain Natural Area in San 
Luis Obispo County; (2) Natural lands of western Kern County (i.e., Elk Hills, 
Buena Vista Hill, and the Buena Vista Valley, Lokern Natural Area and a djacen t 
natural land) inhabited by kit foxes; and (3) the Ciervo-Panoche Natural Area of 
western Fresno and eastern San Benito Counties. 74 H owever , two of the core 
r ecovery areas have been developed in r ecent years . For example, the Carrizo Plain 
has been developed with the Topaz Solar Farm and the California Valley Solar 
Ranch. Whereas the core population in western Kern County is being impacted by 
the development of oil and gas wells . 75 Panoche Valley is the last r emaining 
undeveloped r efuge, which is vital t o species r ecovery. The developmen t of the 
other two recovery areas is new information, which is essential to evaluating 
cumulative Project impacts on San Joaquin Kit Fox, and therefore, must be 
disclosed and analyzed in the DSEIR. The DSEIR must be updated and 
recirculated to remedy this significant informational defect. 

B. The DSEIR Fails to Adequately Set Forth the Baseline For Air 
Quality 

The DSEIR presents an inaccurate account of a ir quality in the Project 
region. The Project site is under the jurisdiction of two air districts: the San 
Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District ("SJVAPCD") and the Monterey Bay 
Unified Air Pollution Control District ("MBUAPCD"). Geographically, the Project is 
in the San Joaquin Valley Afr Basin ("SJVAB") and the North Cent ral Coast Air 
Basin ("NCCAB"). According to the DSEIR, "ambient levels for [NOx and ROGJ76 in 
the San Joaquin Valley APCD are well below State and Federal ambient air quality 
standards ."77 However, Dr. Pless points out , "[t]his is wide off the mark."78 

n Endangered Species Reovery Program: Recovery Plan for Upland Species of the San Joaquin 
Valley, California (last visited Jan . 31, 2015) available at 
http ://esrp.csustan.edu/publications/pubhtml.php?doc=sjvr p&file=chaoter 02LOO.html. 
73Jd. 
74Jd. 
75 Bryan L Cyper, Scott E. Phillips and Patrick A. Kelly, "Research Report: Quantity and distribution 
of suitable habitat for endangered San Joaquin kit foxes: conservation implications", Canid Biology 
& Conservation, p . 26 (2013) available at 
http://www.canids.org/CBC/16/san joaguin kit fox habitat suitability.pelf. 
76 These pollutants are ozone precursors. Emissions of these two pollutants from combustion engines 
exacerbates non-at tainment in federal and state ambient air quality standards for ozone levels. 
77 Pless, pp. 3-4. 
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According to Dr. Pless, "[a]mbient levels for ozone and particulate matter in the San 
Joaquin Valley APCD are frequently (and far) above State and Federal ambient air 
quality standards."79 

During 2011 through 2013, the ambient levels of ozon e in the San Joaquin 
Valley Air Basin exceeded the federal and state 8-hour ambient air quality 
standard for ozone on 131, 113, and 112 days r espectively ... Likewise, during 
2011through2013 PMlO ambient levels in the SJVAB exceeded the state 24-
hour ambient air quality standard for PMlO on 113, 55, and 60 days , 
respectively . ao 

The SJV APCD is desigua ted non-attainmen t for state air quality standards for 
PMlO, an d federal PM2.5, and is in extreme non-attainment for federal ambient air 
quality standards for ozone and nonattainment of state ambient quality standards 
for ozone. The DSEIR's analysis of potential impacts must be compared to this 
baseline. Accordingly, an updated DSEIR that accurat ely and adequately reflects 
air quality in t he SJVAB must be circulated for r eview so that the public and 
decision makers m ay assess the Project's impacts . 

c. The DSEIR Fails to Clearly Set Forth Drainages and 
Jurisdictional \iVaters on the Project Site 

The DSEIR fails to adequately describe the washes on the Project site, 
thereby obscuring the existing setting against which impacts related to drainage 
and erosion should be identified, assessed and mitigated. 

According to the DSEIR, "[t]he 2010 Final EIR identified approximately 
18, 700 linear (feet] ft of the ephemeral drainage channels within the Panoche Creek 
drainage, and approximately 7,025 linear ft of Las Aguilas Creek within the project 
site subject to the jurisdiction of the [United States Army Corps of Engineers] 
USACE and/or [California Department of Fish and Wildlife] CDFW."81 According to 
Dr. Myers , this depiction is flawed because "[i]t is not clear whether the 18,700 
linear ft is all of the channels in the entire drainage, with Las Aguilas Creek being 
part of Panoche Creek."82 Dr. Myers explains that cla rification on this point is 

78Jd. 
19 Jd. 
so Id. 
si DSEIR, p. C.6-51. 
s2 Myers, p. 12. 
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required because Las Aguilas Creek may be considered part of the Panoche Creek 
Drainage as they both derive from the Panoche Creek Groundwater Basin.83 
Accordingly, more information is required as to the relationship between the t\VO 
measurements of linear impacts. 

Dr. Myers further expla ins tha t it is unclear what portions of the cr eeks ar e 
jurisdiction a l waters regulated by the USACE, which would require a Clean Water 
Act ("CWA") section 404 p ermit for dredge and fill . 84 The USA CE sent the 
Applicant and County a revised jurisdictional delineation a fter the p ublication of 
the 20 10 Final EIR.85 According to the USACE letter , the USACE "r e-examined the 
conditions of the project site" and "determined tha t the water s pr esent on this 
project site are jurisdictiona l water s of the U nited States."86 The let ter r escinded a 
former jurisdictional delineation, and found tha t a CW A section 404 permit would 
b e required. Information regarding jurisdiction a l waters on the Project site is new 
information not addressed in the 2010 Final EIR, nor adequa tely described in the 
DSEIR. The DSEIR states, "some of the previously identified ephemera l drainages, 
specifically 5,951 linear ft of such drainages on the eastern side of the Revised 
Project site, have been deemed waters of the U .S. or federal jurisdictional waters."87 

However, it is unclear whether and to what extent this determination changed the 
Final EIR's conclusion that 18,700 linear feet would be impacted by the Project , and 
whether the 5 ,95 1 linea r feet discussed in the DSEIR are included in that number , 
or whether they are part of the 7 ,025 linear feet of Las Aguilas Creek. The DSEIR 
must clarify the extent, location and designa tion of the waters on and around the 
Project site to ensure that the public and decision make1·s are able to assess the 
Project's impacts on drainage and erosion. As proposed , the DSEIR fails to comply 
with CEQA's requirement to set forth an adequate description of the existing 
environ1nental setting upon which to ineasure impacts . 

83Jd. 
84Jd. 
85 Letter from J ane M Hicks, Chief, Regulatory Division, Department of the Army, to Kevin Lincoln, 
Power Engineers, Inc . Re: File No. 2009-004438 (October 18, 2010). (FEIR w as published on Sept . 
30, 2010). 
86 Id. 
87 DSEIR, p . C.6-25. 
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D. The DSEIR Fails to Set Forth an Adequate Baseline Against 
Which Impacts on Groundwater Should he l\leasured 

The DSEIR provides an inconsistent, inadequate and misleading a ccount of 
existing groundwater r esources a t the Project site. The Project proposes to pump 
385.15 acre-feet per year ("af/y") of groundwater for Project construction. 88 Withou t 
sufficien t information, it is impossible to determine the impact groundwater 
withdrawals will have on the aquifer underlying the Project site. As discussed 
above, the DSEIR completely fails to m ention or address the current drought 
conditions in the State of California tha t have developed since the approval of the 
2010 Final EIR. This information , a s well as an adequat e and accurate portrayal of 
groundwater r echarge and potentia l dra\'vdown is necessary for the public and 
decision makers to assess Project impacts on th e environment. The DSEIR fails t o 
a dequately set forth existing ground\va ter condition s for five reasons . 

First, the DSEIR omits new information regarding the multi-year drought in 
California, and the resulting decrease in Central Valley \¥ater Project allocations to 
farming communities and subsequent increases in groundwater withdrawals.89 
This information is vital to understanding existing stresses on groundwater 
r esources and the Project 's potentially significant and more severe impacts on those 
r esources . However, other than one cursory sentence ackno\'vledging that California 
is in a drought, the DSEIR provides no information regarding the drought or its 
dura tion, severity or impacts on water supply throughout the state.90 

The current drought has significantly changed existing conditions on the 
ground. During 2014, BLM water a llocations were r educed to 10% of r equests .91 
Although December 2014 s torm systems initially increa sed optimism (BLM 
increa sed the allocations to 15% of r equests), January 2015 is set to be t he driest 
month on r ecord since record keeping began in 1877. Accordingly, BLM may 

88 DSEIR, C.15·5. 
89 Groundwater withdrawals during drought years are over double that of a normal year. See J anny 
Choy and Ckoff McGhee, Groundwater: Ignore It and I t Might Go Away (last visit ed Jan. 31, 2014) 
available at http://waterinthewest.stanford.edu/m;oundwater/overview/index.html. 
90 DSEIR, p. C.15-1. 
9 1 Elly Allshouse, "Bureau of Reclamation Provides Update on Central Valley Project Water Supply 
Conditions," Association of California Water Agencies (January 26, 2015 at 10 39 a .m.) available at 
http://www.acwa.com/news/water-supply-challenges/bureau-reclamation-provides-update-central
vallev -project-water-supply-. 
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ftu·th er reduce allocations.92 The California Departm en t of Water Resources 
("D\>VR") h as also set a llocation s at 10% of r equests, an d may further reduce 
a llocations to m eet crit ical huma n h ealth and safety needs. 93 Indeed, "DWR experts 
estimate that it will take roughly 150 percent of average pr ecipitation for California 
to r ecover from drough t ."94 According to a DWR news r elease, 

[t )he 29 public wa ter agencies t hat receive SVi/P water (State Water 
Pl·oject Contractors) r equested 4,172,686 acre-feet of water for 2015 . 
Under today's initial a llocation, th ey will receive 418,520 acr e -feet . For 
most agencies, that amounts to 10 p ercent of the supplies for which 
they contract with DWR. 95 

This omitted information is essential to determining Project impacts on 
groundwater r esources, especially given the prevalence of farming in San Benito 
and Fresno Counties. However , these changed circumstances, \vhich could result in 
a significant impact, are not mentioned anywhere in the DSEIR. The DSEIR m ust 
be updated to r eflect t his information so that it can serve i ts purpose as an 
informationa l documen t . 

Second, according to the Technical Groundwa ter Memorandum 
("Groundwater M emo") appended to the DSEIR, lit tle to n o infor mation r egarding 
the aquifer underlying th e P roject site is available .96 H owever , th e Water Supply 
Assessmen t, which was included with t he Approved Project Fin a l E IR, released in 
2010, provides significantly more information r egardin g groundwater availa bility, 
multi-year drought impacts on the aquifer and current aquifer u se. 97 According to 
CEQA, "[t ]he EIR m ust demonstrate that the significant environmental impact s of 
the proposed project were adequa tely investigated a nd discussed and it m ust permit 
the significan t effects of the project to be considered in the full environmental 

92 Jd. 
93 Ted Thomas, California Department of Water Resources, Initial State Water Project Allocation Set 
at 10 Percent May be R educed to Meet Critical Health and Safety Needs (Dec. 1, 2014) available at 
http ://www.water.ca .g-ov/news/newsreleases/2014/120 l14syyp .pdf. 
94Jd. 
915Jd. 
96 "Little information is available to evaluate the potential utility of using wells 3, 17, 18, 22, 43, or 
44 on the property ." Geologica, Memor andum Re: Panache Valley Solar Project Groundwater 
Extraction Imp act Evaluation Panoche Valley, CA, December 15, 2014, pp. 6 -8 (hereinafter 
Geologi.ca(b)). 
97 Geologi.ca Inc., Water Supply Assessment: Solargen Panoche Valley Solar Farm, Panoche Valley, 
California, pp . 17-18 (Sept . 23, 2010). 
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context."98 The DSEIR fails to demonstrate that the existing groundwater 
conditions were adequately established in order to evaluate more severe significant 
impacts, in light of changed circumstances, related to the current drought that has 
r educed California's groundwater supply .99 

Third, the DSEIR provides an inaccurate estimate of the groundwater 
r ech ar ge rate based on rainfall in Panoche Valley. According to the Groundwater 
Memo appended to the DSEIR, a ll modeling prepared for the Project assumes a 
recharge rate of one inch per year ("in/y") .100 However , according to expert 
hydrogeologist , Dr. Tom Myers, "[t]he recharge estimate used for this project, one 
inch/year over the project site , is extr emely high."101 Dr. Myers goes on to explain 
that, "[s]ome researchers have set estimates of average recha1·ge precipitation less 
than 8 inly as equal to zero."102 According to the information in th e Groundwater 
Memo, Panoche Valley has varied r ain fall throughout its area, with approximately 
"10 -12 inches on the west edge to as little as 5-6 inches on the north and east , with 
an average at the Panoche Valley water station equal to 9.69 inly."103 However, it is 
Dr. Myers' opinion that the impacts of the Project on ground,1vater supply have been 
obscured because the DSEIR assumes the entire aquifer receives one inly of 
recharge, which is inaccurate. 

Fourth, the DSEIR's groundwater modeling is not based on substantial 
evidence. Indeed, the groundwater model cannot predict site-specific impacts 
without a site-specific estimate of outflow. Dr. Myers explains that, based on the 
Groundwater Memo's one inly assumption, Geologica uses a recharge rate of 2690 
acre feet per year ("af/y") water balance calculation. However , an "independent 
estimate of outflow" is required for use of the modeling that is relied on in the 
DSEIR. Despite th e n ecessity of this study to ensure accurate modeling, th e 
consultants performing the modeling failed to estimate outflow from the aquifer to 
accurately model conditions a t th e Project site.104 Accordingly, the modeling 
assumptions, i.e. , simulated baseline conditions, that are assumed for Project 
groundwater recharge are not based on substantial evidence, preventing the public 

98 CEQA Guidelines, § 15125(c). 
99 Janny Choy and Geoff McGhee, Groundwater: Ignore It and It /i!light Go Away (last visited J an. 31, 
2014) available at http://waterinthewest.stanford.edu/groundwater/overview/index.html. 
100 Myers, p. 5. 
101 Id. 
102 Id. 
10s Myers, p. 6. 
104 Jd. 
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and decision makers from assessing the Project's potentially significant impacts on 
water supply. 

Finally, the baseline model developed for the DSEIR incorrectly relies on 
recharge rates for irrigated lands, r ather than recharge rates for upland habitat. 
Panoche Valley is comprised of natural upland habitat; therefore, the use of 
irrigated habitat resulted in false modeling assumptions. According to Dr. Myers, 
the differences in these two types of habitat yield varied recharge rates due to 
evaportraspiration ("ET") from plants and grass, and from soil permeability.105 Dr. 
Myers concluded, "the [DSEIR's] estimate of ET is grossly inaccurate."106 Myers 
explains, "[m]ost small showers just wet the surface of the soil and maybe that top 
inch or so and evaporates ... Shrubs easily intercept more than a couple tenths of an 
inch from small storms so that most precipitation evaporates."107 Indeed, the 
findings regarding "precipitation infiltrat[ion in] an irrigated area is inelevant for a 
natural unirrigated, grassland." 1os Accordingly, the DSEIR lacks substantial 
evidence to support its description of the existing baseline for groundwater 
resources. 

For these five reasons, and given the variability in groundwater levels at the 
Project site, 109 an updated DSEIR must be revised to include substantial evidence to 
support its description of the existing setting for groundwater r esources. 

v. THE COUNTY LACl{S SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT ITS 
CONCLUSIONS IN THE DSEIR REGARDING THE PROJECT'S 
SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS, THE DSEIR FAILS TO INCORPORATE 
ALL FEASIBLE MITIGATION l\!IEASURES NECESSARY TO REDUCE 
SUCH IMPACTS TO A LEVEL OF INSIGNIFICANCE 

CEQA has two basic purposes, neither of which the DEIR satisfies. First, 
CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and the public about the potential, 
significant environmental effects of a project.110 CEQA requires that an agency 
analyze potentially significant environmental impacts in an EIR.111 The EIR should 

105Jd. 
106 Myers, p. 7 
107 Jd. 
ios Myers, p . 8. 
J09 Myers, p . 3. 
110 CEQA Guidlines, § 15002, subd. (a)(l). 
111 See Pub. Resources Code§ 21000; CEQA Guidelines§ 15002. 
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not rely on scientifically outdated information to assess the significance of impacts, 
and should result from "extensive research and information gathering," including 
consultation with state and federal agencies, local officials, and the interested 
public.112 To be adequate, the EIR should evidence the lead agency's good faith 
effort at full disclosure. us Its purpose is to inform the public and responsible 
officials of the environmental consequences of their decisions before they are made. 
For this reason, the EIR has been described as "an environmental 'alarm bell' whose 
purpose it is to a lert the public and its r esponsible officials to environmental 
changes before they have reached ecological points of no return.114 Thus, the EIR 
protects not only the environment but also informed self-government."115 

Second, CEQA directs public agencies to avoid or r educe environmental 
damage when possible by requiring alternatives or mitigation measures.116 The 
EIR serves to provide public agencies and the public in general with information 
about the effect that a proposed project is likely to have on the environment and to 
"identify ways that environmental damage can be avoided or significantly 
reduced."117 If a project has a significant effect on the environment, the agency may 
approve the project only upon a finding that it has "eliminated or substantially 
lessened a ll significant effects on the environment where feasible ," and that any 
unavoidable significant effects on the environment are "acceptable due to overriding 
concerns" specified in CEQA section 21081.118 

In this case, the DSEIR fails to satisfy the basic purposes of CEQA. The 
DSEIR's conclusions regarding impacts to biological and hydrological resources, 
public health impacts and cumulative impacts are not supported by substantial 
evidence. In preparing the DSEIR, the Cotmty: (1) failed to provide sufficient 
information to inform the public and decision-makers about potential 
environmental impacts; (2) failed to accurately identify and adequately analyze all 
potentially significant environmental impacts; (3) failed to incorporate adequate 
measures to mitigate environmental impacts to a less than significant level; and (4) 

112 Berkele;y Keep Jets Over the Bay Co1nm. v. Board of Port Comm. (2001) 91 Cal. App .4th 1344, 
1367; Schaeffer Land Trust v. San Jose City Council, 215 Cal.App.3d 612, 620. 
11s CEQA Guidelines§ 15151; see also Laurel Heights I (1998) 47 Cal.3d 376, 406 . 
114 County of Inyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3cl 795, 810. 
1115 Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Ed. of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564 (citations omitted) . 
116 CEQA Guidelines§ 15002(a)(2).(3); Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Com., 91 Cal.App.4th at 
1354. 
111 CEQA Guidelines§ 15002, subd. (a)(2). 
11s CEQA Guidelines§ 15092, subd. (b)(2)(A) ·(B). 
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deferred t he formu lation of mitigation measures . As a result, the DSEIR fails to 
inform decision makers and the public of the Project's p otentially significant 
environmental effects and to reduce damage t o th e environment before they occur. 
An EIR m ay conclude that impacts a re insignificant only after providing an 
adequate analysis of th e magnitude of th e impacts and t he degree to which they will 
b e mitigated. Thus, if the lead agency, h ere San Benito County, fails to investigate 
a potential impact, its finding of insignificance simply will not withstand legal 
scrutiny.119 The County must address th ese shortcomings and r ecirculate a revised 
DSEIR for public review and comment. 

A. The DSE IR Lacks Substantial Evidence to Support its 
Conclusions Regarding the Project's Significant Impact s on 
Biological Resources 

i. The DSEIR Lacks Substantial Evidence to Support its Claim 
that the PG&E Upgrades Have Less than Significant Impacts on 
Avian Mortalitv 

The DSEIR's conclusions regarding the PG&E upgrades are n ot supported by 
substantial evidence for two reasons. First , the DSEIR incorrectly claims that th e 
microwave tower at Panoche Mountain will not r esult in a significant increase in 
avian mortality . Mr. Cash en explains, «dat.a from 38 different t ower studies 
... concluded that towers in th e United States and Canada kill over 6.8 million birds 
per year ."120 Furthermore, "[a]vian collisions increase expon entially with tower 
height."121 "The new microwave tower proposed for Panoche Mountain would be 
300 feet tall, and thus it would pose a substantially greater collision hazard to birds 
than the existing towers."122 Howeve1·, th e DSEIR downplays the significance of 
this p otential impact, stating, "[t]he n ew microwave tower ... would be similar to 
existing infrastructure already constructed."123 The DSEIR further elaborates, 
"microwave towers may r esult in net increases of collisions compared with baseline 
conditions."124 However, the DSEIR stops there. Substantial evidence shows that 
the DSEIR fails to identify impacts associated with the increase in microwave tower 
height. 

119 Pub. Res. Code§ 21081.6(b); CEQA Guidelines§ 15126.4(a)(2). 
120 Cashen, p. 9. 
121 Id. 
122 Cashen, p . 9. 
12s DSEIR, p . C.6-106. 
124 Id. 
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Second, the DSEIR fails to propose sufficient mitigation to mitiga te impacts 
associated with the microwave towers. According to the DSEIR, th e 
implementat ion of the Avian Protection Plan and the Avian Power Line 
Interconnection Co1mnittee ("APLI C") guidelines is sufficient to r educe impacts 
associated with the microwave towers below a level of significance.125 However, 

"[t]he County has no basis for this conclusion because neither measure 
(i.e., APLIC guidelines or PG&E's APP) is applicable to microwave 
towers . As a result, construction of new mic1·owave towers for the 
Revised Project would have a potentially significant and unmitigated 
i1npact on birds."126 

The DSEIR must propose and implement all feasible mitigation to reduce this 
potentially significant impact. 

Third, the DSEIR fails to provide adequate mitigation to prevent avian 

83-37 

collis ion with the tr ansmission lines that are part of the PG&E upgrades. The 83-38 
DSEIR incor rectly claims, "the largest birds with a reasonable likelihood of coming 
in contact \Vi th the high voltage transmission lines in the vicinity of the route would 
be the golden eagle."127 This information is false. A~ previously discussed in this 
comment letter , a condor was si gh ted during the golden eagle surveys preformed for 
the Project. Because condors are known to be in and around the area, the 
"Transmission Line Guidelines for Condors" must be used. According to Mr. 
Cashen, "[c]ollision and electrocution mortality from power lines is considered 
biologically significant to the California condor due to its small population size."128 
Currently, the DSEIR proposes the construction of transmission lines that only 
account for golden eagle use.129 However, given the California condor's greater 
wingspan, the design guidelines must be updated to acconunodate larger birds of 
prey. 

120 Id. 
126 Cahsen, p. 9. 
127 DSEIR, p. C.6·106. 
12s Cashen, pp. 17 - 18. 
129 Avian Power Line Interaction Committee (APLIC). 2006. Suggested Practices for Avian Protection 
on Power Lines: The State of the Art in 2006. Edison Electric Institute, APLI C, and the California 
Energy Commission. Washington, D.C and Sacramento, CA. pp. 16,56. 
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For these three r easons, th e DSEIR lacks substantia l eviden ce to sho\\7 tha t 
PG&E upgrade impacts related t o avian m ortality r a t es would be reduced to a level 
of insignificance with th e incorporation of th e proposed mitigation. Instead, 
substantia l evidence sh ows th at th e DSEIR under estimates th e significant impacts 
a 300-foot microwave structure would have on avian species and that the pr oposed 
mitigation measures either do not address impacts at all, or provide insufficient 
mitigation to r educe impacts on avian species frequenting the Project site. 
Accordingly, an updated DSEIR that identifies a ll Project impacts on avian species 
must be recirculated so that the public and decisionmakers are fully informed of the 
Project's adverse and unmitigated impacts on biological resources. 

ii. The DSEIR Lacks Substantial Evidence to Support its 
Conclusion that Project Impacts on Golden Eagles Will Be 
Insignificant 

The DSEIR's conclusions regarding Project impacts to golden eagles are 
inaccurate for three reasons . First, the DSEIR claims that "[t]he Project 's r isk to 
nestin g and breeding Golclen Eagles is low to none."130 Mr. Cash en explains, "[t]his 
statemen t conflicts with th e Applicant's survey data, publish ed scientific literature, 
and risk assessment guidance issued by th e USFWB." 131 According to guidance 
publish ed by USFW'S, r isk assessmen t should evaluate two components, which a re 
not considered in th e DSEIR: (1) cumula tive impacts, and (2) site-specific threats.132 

Accordingly, Mr. Cash en concludes that th e DSEIR's, "limited level of analysis is 
inappropriate for golden eagles. Guidance issued by th e USFWS indicates 
cumulative effects analysis should occur at the natal dispersal distance of the 
species (140 miles) ."133 Furth ermore, the USFWS's site-specific risk assessment 
r ecommends assessing a Project's poten t ial to resul t in take, based on: 

a . Burning from concentrated light at solar arrays . 

b . Transmission line, po\11.rer line, meteorological tower, or guy line 
collision. 

c. Electrocu tion potential. 

130 Eagle Conservation Plan, p. 19. 
131 Cashen, p. 11. 
1s2 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region. 2010 Sep. Region 8 Interim Guidelines 
for the Development of a Project-Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and 
Related Transmission Facilities. 
iss Cashen, p. 9. 
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cl. Territory abandonment. 

e. Nest and roost site disturbances. 

f. Habitat loss and fragmentation. 

g. Disturban ce due to ongoing human presence at the facility .134 

According to Mr. Cahsen, "[t]he Revised Project poses all of the aforementioned 
threats except burning from concentrated light at solar arrays . U ltimately, it is 
inconceivable that the loss of over 1,888 acres of foraging habitat in relatively close 
proximity to approximately 30 nesting territories would result in low t o no risk to 
those territories, as suggested in th e ECP." 

Second, the DSEIR fails to adequately assess Project impacts associated with 

83-39 cont. 

the elimination of foraging habitat. According to the DSEIR, 15 active golden eagle 83-40 

nests were detected within a 10 mile radius of the Project site during the 2010 
surveys. 135 The most recent surveys from 2013 -2014, "resulted in the 
documentation of 46 golden eagle nests and an estimated 30 golden eagle 
territories, with nine of them active."136 Indeed, seven golden eagles wer e seen 
feeding on the carcass of an animal during one of the r econnaissance surveys .137 

Because the Project would eliminate foraging habitat for golden eagles, it has the 
potential to result in take of golden eagles currently using the site as foraging 
habitat as they may be unable to find enough food to feed their young once the 
Project site is eliminated as foraging ground.138 The DSEIR recognizes that 
development of the P1·oject may r esul t in the loss of foraging habitat for golden 
eagles, but does not disclose the severity of this impact.139 According to field 
biologist , Scott Cashen, "during the breeding season many eagles concentrate th eir 
foraging activities in 'core areas' that are several orders of m agnitude smaller than 
the home range. Eagles will travel far from t heir nests to a ccess those core foraging 
areas." 140 vVithout infonnation regarding prey abundance on the Project site, its 

1s4 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Southwest Region. 2010 Sep. Region 8 Interi m Guidelines 
for the Development of a Project-Specific Avian and Bat Protection Plan for Solar Energy Plants and 
Related Transmission Facilities. 
ts5 DSEIR, pp. C.6-37, 38. 
136 DSEIR, pp. C.6-37, 38. 
137 Draft E agle Conservation Plan, p . 12 available at http://cosb.us/panoche-valley-solar-farm
l?l'Oj ectm.V:tvilrn8tLF M. 
iss Cashen, p. 4. 
1s9 DSEIR, p . C.6-37. 
140 Cashen, p. 4 
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impor tance as an "eagle u se a r ea" can not be determined.141 However , Mr . Cashen 
explains that th e golden eagle "survey r eport clearly shows th er e is substant ial 
golden eagle use of the Revised Project site ."142 

Third, th e DSEIR's sta tement that impacts to Golden E agles will be 
mitigated below a level of significan ce due to the qua lity of the habitat on the 
conser vation lands is au example of a bare conclusion not supported by data . 1.fr. 
Cash en clarifies, "A conclusion of this n a ture requir es demonstratin g th e Revis ed 
Project would alleviate existing threats or incr ease carrying capacity, su ch that 
there is a net zer o (or positive) ben efit to ea gles. "143 According to the USFWS's 
Eagle Con servation Guidance, 

[c]ompensatory mitigat ion can address any pre -existing mortality 
source affecting t h e species-sp ecific ea gle management unit impacted 
by the project ... However , there n eeds to be a credible analysis that 
supports the conclusion that implementing the comp ensa tory 
mitigation action will achieve the desired ben eficial offset in m ort a lity 
or carrying capacity. 144 

Mr. Cahsen explains that, "[s]imply putting a conservation easement on foragin g 
habita t that already exists does n ot allevia te the loss of 1,888 acres of foraging 
habitat, fragmen tation of th e lan dscape, increased collision poten tia l, and other 
potentia lly adverse effects of th e Revised Project to ea gles." 145 Furthermore, Ca sh en 
colludes th at th e Eagle Conser vation Plan , "provides no value as a mitigation 
measure without trigger s for adaptive management based on the su1·vey r esults . It 
is a lready well established in the scientific literature that eagles avoid 
ant hropogenic disturbance and developed landscapes, including solar facilities." t46 

To prop erly mitigate Project impact s on golden eagles, Mr . Cashen r eco1mnends : 

14 1 Cash en, p . 5. 
142 Cashen, p. 5. 
143 Cash en, p. 18. 
144 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2013. Eagle Conservation Plan Guidance: Module l ·Land Based 
Wind Energy-Version 2 USFWS Division of Migratory Bird Management. April 2013. p . 21 . 
145 Cashen, p. 18. 
146 Cashen, p. 19. 
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a before-after /con trol-impact ("BACI") study .147 Th e study should incorporate 
rigorous data collect ed across a ll seasons . Specifically, I r ecommend the 
installa tion of tr a nsmitter s on a small subset of the 30 eagle pair s nesting 
closest to th e Revised Project si te. This would eliminate speculation about 
eagle mor tality, reduced nesting success, or abandoned territories due to th e 
Revised Project.148 

The DSEIR fails to include substantia l evidence to support its conclusions (1) 
that the Project site is not an important eagle use area, (2) the extent and (3) 
severity of Project impacts to eagles and the adequacy of mitigation measures. 
Accordin gly, the DSEIR must be updated to reflect the prevalence of eagle use of the 
Project site, the Project's potential to result in take of golden eagles and must 
include adequate mitigation measures for impacts to golden eagles. 

iii. The DSEIR Fails w Identify and Assess Project Impacts Related 
to Lake Effect 

The DSEIR omits n ew information and an alysis regarding avian m ortality at 
solar sites. Indeed, "[a] substantial am ount of n ew information r egarding avian 
mortality at solar facilities has been released since th e County issued th e F inal EIR 
for th e Appr oved P1·oject." 149 The DSEIR calls this new information specula t ive, 
and, therefore concludes th at , "impacts a r e considered t o be less t han si gnificant 
(Class III) and no a ddit ion a l mi t igation is required ." 150 However, th e DSEIR's 
con clusion is inaccurate. Studies of solar PV project impacts on avian species have 
revealed a phenomenon commonly referred to as lake effect.151 Lake effect refers to 
birds mistaking vast solar farms for water bodies, due to solar panel reflectivity, 
which mimics water. The birds' mistake usually leads to collision, and ultimately, 
avian mortality.1s2 Because this phenomenon is associated with utility scale solar 
developments , the Project has th e poten tial to result in avian mortality. Indeed, 
Mr. Cashen echoes the certainty of this impact, " [ w ]hereas the exten t of the threat 
remains unknown , the presence of dead and injured birds at solar facilities 

147 Morrison ML, WM Block, MD Strickland, WL Kendall. 2001. Wildlife Study Design. Springer· 
Verlag, New York (NY). 
148 Cashen, p. 19. 
149 Cashen, p. 10. 
150 DSEIR, p. C.6-54. 

151 See e.g. John Upton and Climate Central, "Solar Farms Threaten Birds," The Scientific American 
(Aug. 27, 2014 available at http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/solar-faems-threaten-birds/. 
l52 Cashen, p. 10. 
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operating (or lmder construction) in California demonstrates the facilities present a 
collision hazard to birds. The potential for the Revised Project to impact birds is not 
speculative, as the County claims." t53 Substantial evidence shows that the Project, 
as a utility scale solar power plant, poses significant and unmitigated impacts 
r elated to avian mortality. CEQA requires that the DSEIR be updated to address 
and analyze this new information related to a new and previously unaddressed 
significant impact, and that the DSEIR include all feasible mitigation. 

iv. The DSEIR 's Conclusion that Project Impacts on Rare Plants 
Have Been lvfitigated is Not Based on Substantial Evidence in 
the Record 

There is no basis in the DSEIR to conclude that Project impacts to rare plants 
would be less than significant after the implementation of mitigation. 154 The 
DSEIR's conclusions and analysis are flawed for three reasons . 

First, to ensm·e that adequate mitigation has been provided for plant species, 
the DSEIR must assess whether and what rare plant habitat exists on the Project 
site. However, the DSEIR aclmowledges "special-status plants were unlikely to be 
identified during the survey because of the time of year." 1s5 Accordingly, the DSEIR 
requires pre-construction surveys to supplement the already-performed surveys. 
However, this is insufficien t because "[t]he SEIR lacks an enforcement mechanism 
that ensures the surveys are properly conducted and reported prior to ground 
disturbance activities ." 156 

Second, the DSEIR concludes that impacts to special status plants would be 
mitigated by the conservation lands. However, according to Mr. Cashen, the "SEIR 
lacks the basis for this conclusion because it does not provide any evidence that the 
species that would be impacted by the Revised Project (i.e., gypsum loving larkspur, 
r ecurved larkspur, and serpentine linanthus) occur on the proposed conservation 
lands." 151 Without this information it is impossible to claim that Project impacts 
have been reduced to a level of insignificance. 

153 Cashen, p. 10. 
154 See DSEIR, p. C.6·28. 
155 DSEIR, p . C.6-102. 
l56 Cashen, p. 13. 
l57 Cashen, p. 13. 
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Third, according to Mr. Cashen there is insufficient evidence in the DSEIR to 
justify its claim that a 50-foot buffer would adequately mitigate impacts to species 
on the Project site.15s This is because San Joaquin wollythreads habitat is present 
on the Project site.159 According to the USF\iVS, "habitat can be protected in blocks 
of at least 160 acres and buffer zones of 500 feet or more are protected beyond the 
occurrence margins of Monolopia congdonii [San Joaquin woollythreads] to reduce 
external influences and to allow for plant population expansion."160 Accordingly, 
Cashen concludes that a 50-foot buffer would not be adequate to protect this rare 
plant.161 

The DSEIR lacks substantial evidence to support its claim that impacts to 
rare plants would be reduced to a level of insignificance. The DSEIR must be 
updated to include information regarding the viability of the conservation lands to 
support special status plants on the Project site and must include a ll feasible 
mitigation to ensure that plants on the Project site are adequately protected as 
required by the USF\iVS. 

v. The Project Will Have Unidentified, Unmitigated Impacts on 
Vernal Pool Habitat and Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp 

The DSEIR fails to evaluate indirect impacts from the Project on vernal pool 
habitat, and ultimately vernal pool fairy shrimp. CEQA requires that a DSEIR 
examine indirect impacts resulting from a Project.162 The Pr~ject may pose indirect 
unmitigated impacts to vernal pool habitat and Vernal Pool Fairy Shrimp for two 
reasons . 

First, grading and the addition of impervious surfaces associated with the 
Project may lead to the modification of the drainage regime at the Project site, 
which may compromise vernal pool habitat. According to hydrogeologist, Tom 
Myers, the Project has the potential to result in downstream impacts such as 
erosion and sedimentation.163 Vernal Pool habitat is usually fed by the types of 

158 Cashen, p. 17. 
159 DSEIR, p. C.6-9. 
160 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 2010. Monolopia (=Lernbertia) congdonii (San Joaquin woolly· 
threads) . 5-Year Review: Summary and E valuation. Sacramento Fish and Wildlife Office. pp. 24 and 
25. 
161 Cashen, p. 17. 
162 CEQA Guidelines§ 15126.2. 
l6S Myers, p. 14. 
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streams that will be impacted by the Project.164 Furthermore, "genetic evidence, 
indicate that vernal pool fairy shrimp populations are defined by entire vernal p ool 
complexes, rather than individual pools." 1s5 According to Mr. Cashen, modification 
of vernal pools and the addition of sola r paneling to the Project site will prevent 
dispersal of fairy shrimp, as the movem ent of wildlife and :flooding is essential to 
maintaining habitat connectivity. t66 By filling the drainages that connect the vernal 
pool s on the Project site , and adding impervious surfaces, the Project compromises 
the viability of vernal pool fair y shrimp habitat.167 

Second, the mitigation measures proposed in the DSEIR will lead to habitat 
fragmentation, which is one of the single largest threats facing vernal pool fairy 
shrimp.168 Biologist Scott Cash en explains that "[s)pecies expeits have noted the 
importance of pool complexes versus isolated pools in supporting various species of 
large branchiopods." 169 Indeed, "there is evidence that protecting small patches of 
vernal pool habitat, as proposed in the SEIR, is not a successful conservation 
strategy for vernal pool fairy shrimp ."110 Accordingly, the DSEIR's proposed 
mitigation further fragments the vernal pool habitat on the Project site; therefore, 
the proposed mitigation ·will not address Project impacts to vernal pool habitat and 
vernal pool fairy shrimp, but r ath er , will exacerbate them. 

Substantial evidence shows that the Project may result in unidentified and 
unanalyzed indirect impacts on vernal pool habitat and vernal pool fairy shrimp, 
which will be exacerbated by the incorporation of proposed mitigation. A DSEIR 
that fully quantifies and proposes suitable mitigation measures for impacts to 
vernal pool fairy shrimp must be r ecirculated. 

vi. The Avian Conservation Straregy Does not Constitute Adeqnate 
IV!itigation 

The Avian Conservation Strategy ("ACS") fails to effectively mitigate Project 
impacts on avian species. According to Mr. Cashen this study is not, but needs to 

164 Environmental Protection Agency, Water: Wetlands: Vernal Pools (last visited Jan. 23, 2014) 
available at http://water.epa.g·ov/type/wetlands/vernal.cfm. 
165 
166 Cashen, p. 14. 
161 Ibid. p. 4. [emphasis added]. 
168 Cashen, pp. 14 - 15. 
l69 Cashen, p. 15. 
110 Cashen, p. 14. 
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be, long term and, the ACS fails to include any triggers for mitigation by deferring 
the formulation of mortality thresholds. m The DSEIR states, 

If the County determines that either (1) bird mortality caused by solar 
facilities is substantial and is having potentially adverse impacts on special
status bird populations, or that (2) the attraction of polarized light from solar 
panels is causing r eproductive failure of aquatic insect p opulation s at high 
enough levels to adversely affect insectivorous special-status birds, the 
Applicant shall be required to implement some or all of the mitigation 
m easures below .112 

This mitigation measure is insufficient to support the DSEIR's conclusion that 
Project impacts related to avian mortality would be reduced to a level of 
insignificance. Mr. Cashen e:>..rplains that the measure is insufficient because the 
DSEIR fails to discuss what the County considers to be excessive mortality.173 The 
DSEIR's lack of information, and inconsistent description of the monitoring 
period, 114 "precludes the public from understanding the amount of mortality that 
could occur before any corrective actions are attempted." 175 

Furthermore, the ACS fails to satisfy the definition of an adaptive 
managem ent plan. "The U.S. Department of the Interior defines adaptive 
management as 'a decision process that promotes flexible decision malting that can 
be adjusted in the face of uncertainties as outcomes from management actions and 
other events become better understood."' Cashen points out that adaptive 
managem ent is not: 1) a trial-and-error approach nor 2) an attempt to fix a problem 
a fter implementation of a Project.116 However, according to Mr. Cashen, the ACS 
does exactly this, by: 

1) proposing a trial-and-error approach; (2) allowing little flexibility in 
modifying land-use activities in response to monitoring results ; (3) assuming 
the problem (avian mortality) could be fixed after Project implementation; 
and (4) failing to establish clear goals with respect to avian mortality. 

m Cashen, p. 21. 
172 DSEIR, pp . C.6-87-88. 
173 Cashen, p. 21. 
174 Cashen, pp. 19-20. 
115 Cashen, p . 21. 
ns Cashen, p. 22. 
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Substantial evidence shO\vs that the DSEIR's mitigation measures do not 
constitute adaptive management, but rather, defer thresholds of mortality, rely on 
inadequate surveys, and fail to establish clear goals. Accordingly, the mitigation 
proposed in the DSEIR must be updated to include adequate mitigation measures 
tha t will address Project impacts related to avian mortality. 

B. The DSEIR Lacks Substantial Evidence to Support its 
Conclusion that Project Impacts on Groundwater \Vould Be 
Reduced Below a Level of Significance 

The DSEIR provides a faulty analysis of the Project's impacts on 
groundwater and lacks substantial evidence to support its conclus ion that the 
Project's impact s on groundwater levels will be r educed to a level of insignificance 
with the implementation of mitigation measures. According to the DSEIR, the 
Project's truncated cons truction period will r esult in higher gr ound water pumping 
during construction, which has the potential to substantially deplete groundwater 
in the Project area. Indeed, the amount of groi.mdwater required for the Project will 
put the aquifer from which water is withdrawn into a state of overdraft for several 
years. 177 However, the DSEIR fails to set forth the actual rate of drawdown, 
underestimates drawdown based on the model used, reaches a conclusion that is not 
supported by substantial evidence and fails to adequ ately mitigate significant 
impacts. The DSEIR's analysis and conclusions are inaccurate and flawed for five 
r easons. 

First, the DSEIR's conclusions are based on undisclosed assumptions, 
preventing the public and decision makers from reviewing the analysis used to 
a ssess Project impacts.178 The groundwater model used in the DSEIR is based on 
new information made available by the United States Geological Survey in their 
new MOD FLOW model.179 Ho•..vever, MOD FLOW is based on the size of modeling 
cells used and the loca tion of the const ant head boundary ("CHB"), which is a 
natural discharge point of an aquifer. 180 The DSEIR uses MODFLOVl , but fails to 
describe the size of the cells and the location of the CHB. According to Dr. Myers, 
"the DSEIR utilizes an analysis that the public cannot review because it is 
inadequately described."1s1 

177 Geologi ca(b), p . 10. 
118 Myers, p . 9. 
119 Jd. 
iso Id. 
181 Jd. 
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Second, Dr. Myers expla ins that the use of MODFLOW is inappropriate, and 
is one of several reasons tha t , "[t]he meth od used to estimate drawdown with the 
model will underestima te drawdown near the pumping well." 182 Dr . Myers 
explains, 

The \;\Tell packa ge for MODFLOW assumes that pumped water is drawn from 
the entire model cell, so that pumping drawdown is sp read over the model 
cell. A cell is much lar ger than the well area , so the predict ed drawdown is 
always much less than actually occurs at the well . Usually, a model is 
developed with model cells tha t become smaller , or t elescope down in size, 
around a well so t hat the simulated drawdown is m ore r ealistic.183 

However, the DSEIR's analysis failed to sim ulate withdrawal from a specific well, 
or r educe the cell a r ea to simulate the use of a single well. According to the 
Groundwater Memo for the Project, the Applicant 'Nill likely use well zer o for the 
Project.184 The DSEIR names several wells tha t m ay be used. 185 Regardless of 
which of these wells is ul timat ely select ed for groundwater wi thdrawals, a m odel as 
described by Dr. Myers is r equired inst ead of MODFLO\V, which uses the entire cell 
volume for its analysis rather than focusing on a single well. Accordingly, a 
r ealistic estimate of aquifer drawdown was n ot calculated and, in Dr . Myer's 
opinion, this caused impacts associated \.Vith the Project to be "grossly 
underestimated." 186 Because the DSEIR fails to adequately discuss Project impacts 
to groundwater , its conclusion tha t Project impacts are less than significant with 
the incorporation of mitigation is not supported by substantial evidence. 

Third, the DSEIR underestimates drawdown beca use it fails to adequately 
a ssess impacts that would result from withdrawing water from an aquifer with 
multiple layers . Dr. Myers explains that the aquifer from which the Project will 
draw its wat er supply has multiple water -bearing zones, with varying layers of 
horizontal water flow .187 This varied horizontal water flow, referred to as 

182 Jd. (emphasis added). 
l83 Myers, p. 10. 
184 Geologi ca(b), p . 7 
185 See DSEIR, p. C.15-5. 
l86 Myers, p. 10. 
187 Dr. Myers states that the aquifer has varied transmissitivity. Transmissivity is defined as the 
ra te which groundwater flows horizontally through an aquifer . 
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transmissivity, was not simulated in the DSEIR's appendices . According to Dr. 
Myers, the DSEIR's appendices 

did not specify the thickness [of the aquifer layers] but simulated the entire 
domain with a single transmissivity. By using just one layer for the model, 
the simulation assumes that the entire aquifer thickness provides water to 
the well when the reality is that only aquifer layers screened by the well 
provides water [sic]. This causes the model to underestimate the drawdown 
at the well.188 

By using a theoretical model that fails to accm·ately reflect conditions at the Project 
site, the DSEIR underestimates the Project's impacts. Indeed, Dr. Myers concludes, 
"[t]he DSEIR simply does not adequately describe the hydrogeology of the wells to 
be pumped for the project or the wells that could be affected by the project."189 
Because the DSEIR bases its conclusion that Project impacts will be less than 
significant on a theoretical aquifer that fails to reflect existing conditions, its 
conclusions a re not based on substantial evidence. Accordingly, the DSEIR must be 
updated to address impacts that will result from pumping the aquifer being used for 
the Project. 

Fourth, the DSEIR completely fails to analyze significant cumulative impacts 

83-52 cont. 

from pumping groundwater in combination with other proposed and existing 83-53 

projects. Failure to consider the pumping of other wells is a failure to consider the 
overall impacts of this project on the site.190 "Current groundwater pumping 
estimates are that about 180 af/y is pumped primarily for domestic, stockwatering, 
and a very small amount offrrigation."191 However, Dr. Myers has concluded that 
the reports prepared for the Project, "failed to consider pumping other wells in the 
area, which would also discharge from the domain [i .e., aquifer) ."192 Indeed, "the 
[DSEIR's] study provides no consideration of cumulative effects with other wells 
pumping in the area."193 However, once the Project begins to \ivithdraw water for 
construction, "about 384 af will be pumped so the cumulative effect on the valley 
from pumping will be more than doubled for 18 months."194 CEQA requires that an 

188 Myers, p. 11. 
1s9 Id. 
190 Myers, p. 16. 
191 Myers, p. 4. 
l92 Myers, p . 10. 
19s Id. 
194Id. 
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EIR disclose cumulative impacts on the environment. However, as explained by Dr. 
Myers, the DSEIR fails in this regard. Given current drought conditions and 
resulting increases in groundwater withdrawals, cumulative impacts must be 
considered to properly assess Project impacts on the environment. 

Fifth, the DSEIR fails to account for reduced recharge to the wells that will 
result from the addition of impervious surface area and from grading the Project 
site.195 According to Dr. l\/Iyers, "[m]ore precipitation will runoff from [the solar 
panel] areas than predicted by the modeling reviewed above. The hydrology studies 
have not estimated the effects of this additional impervious area on recharge."196 
The addition of impervious area will prevent the vernal pools on the Project site 
from rechar·ging the underlying aquifer .197 However, "the DSEIR does not disclose 
this impact or attempt to mitigate it."198 Dr. Myers explains that, "[t]he panels will 
cover up to 413 acres. If all of that newly-impervious land prevents percolation, up 
to 34 acre-ft of recharge will be lost to the groundwater reservoir. The DSEIR fails 
to discuss this lost recharge." 199 The DSEIR fails to account for reduced recharge 
to the groundwater aquifer. Accordingly, the DSEIR's conclusions are not based on 
substantial evidence in the record and the County must recirculate a DSEIR that 
discloses and mitigates the indirect impacts to groundwater levels associated with 
grading the vernal pools and increasing the impervious surface area on the Project 
site. 

c. The DSEIR Fails to Mitigate hnpacts on Ground·water to a 
Level of Insignificance 

The DSEIR fails to require feasible mitigation to reduce Project impacts on 
groundwater resources belO\'V a level of significance.200 The DSEIR requires the 
Applicant to s ubmit a G1·01mdwater Monitoring and Reporting Plan.201 However, 
the DSEIR's proposed mitigation is flawed for two reasons. 

First, the description of the monitoring plan provides the Applicant with 
essentially no guidance.202 According to Dr. Myers, the groundwater monitoring 

1915 Myers, p. 11. 
196Jd. 
197 Myers, p. 12 
198 Jd. 
l99 Myers, p. 15. 
200 Myers, p . 17. 
201 DSEIR, p . C.15-8. 
202 Myers, p. 17. 
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plan is insufficient because, "[a] groundwater monitoring plan should be based on 
the conceptual model of flow at the site and monitoring wells should be placed in 
locations from which drawdown will be detect ed before it r eaches the points of 
concern, in this project the near-off-site wells used by oth ers."203 By omitting 
information specific to the wells being used for monitoring, th e DSEIR simply 
provides no guidance, and falls far short of the type of mitigation necessary to 
ensure that water withdrawals for the Project do not exceed five feet - t he threshold 
of significance set by the DSEIR. 

Second, the plan's goal to prevent more than a five foot draw down will not be 
successfully achieved using the DSEIR's plan.204 According to Dr. Myers, in order 
to detect overdraft conditions associated with the pumping, "monitoring wells 
should be established on a pathway between the project pumping and the private 
well . The threshold for detecting impacts should be specified for the monitoring 
well to prevent the five ft of drawdown at the private well."205 However, the 
Groundwater Plan contains no such guidance, and generally fails to set for th any 
guidance that would prevent a drawdown of over five feet, as required by the 
DSEIR. 

Instead of the monitoring established by the Groundwater Plan , the County 
sh ould require th e incorporation of feasible mitigation that includes performan ce 
standards, as required by CE QA. 2os Dr. Myers recommends th at the "groundwater 
modeling reports [] be rewritten to adequately describe wh at they actually do. 
Calibration in steady state and \'Vith transien t conditions could be accomplished and 
presented in the report."207 In Dr. Myers' opinion, in order to remedy the 
Groundwater Mitigation Plan's deficiencies, "[the] monitoring plan requires the 
project proponent to locate all wells with in a potentially impacted zone, defined as 
predicted drawdown exceeding five ft, for monitoring []; the monitoring plan 
[should] also require[] the project proponen t to monitor three wells in the zone with 
less than one foot of predicted drawdown to judge the accuracy of the predictive 
model [] ." 208 

20s Id. 
204 Id. 
205 Myers, p. 18. 
206 Endangered Habitats League v. County of Orange (4th Dist. 2005), 131 Cal.App.4th 777, 793·94. 
207 Myers, p . 19. 
20s Myers, p. 20 (internal citations 01nitted). 
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Substantial evidence shO\vs that the Groundwater Monitoring Plan fails to 
ensure that no more than five feet of drawdown will result from Project pumping. 
To ensure compliance with CEQA's requirements , the County must revise the the 
DSEIR to include feasible mitigation with performance standards tha t will ensure 
withdrawals of groundwater will r ema in insignificant, such as the m ethods 
r ecommended by Dr. Myers. 

D. The DSEIR Lacks Substantial Evidence to Support its 
Conclusions That the Project's hnpacts on Waters of the State 
and Jurisdictional Waters on the Project Site Are Less Than 
Significant 

i. The DSEIR's Analysis of Project Impacts on Watercourses is 
Flawed 

The DSEIR's analysis and discussion of impacts on watercourses on the 
Project site is inadequate for four reasons. First, the DSEIR fails to disclose the 
extent of Project impacts on drainages at the Project site. 209 According to the 
DSEIR, the perimeter road, which will be constructed for site access, will cr oss over 
several drainages under the jurisdiction of the USA CE and ephemeral waters 
r egulated by CDF\V. However , as Dr. Myers points out, 

[t]he DSEIR does not provide the linear st r eam footage or area that 
each of these crossings would impact. The DSEIR also does not 
provide design drawings or even photographs of the site so tha t a 
reviewer can assess wheth er th ere are impacts. The failure to provide 
deta ils on t he cr ossings is a failure to disclose adequately the effect s of 
the project.210 

Second, the DSEIR fails to discuss the flooding and erosion that could r esult 
from grading the vernal pools, drainage features and '~ratercourses on the Project 
site. The DSEIR explains the importance of these features, and their role at the 
Project site: "[e]phemeral Draina ges play an important role in conveying surface 
flows during the rainfall season to other habitats located down slope that support 
special-sta tus plants and animals ."211 Dr. Myers echoes the importance of vernal 

209 Myers, p . 13. 
210 Id. 
2 11 DSEIR, C.6-26 . 
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pools and ephemeral drainages, noting they also recharge the aquifer from which 
the Pr oject will withdraw water.212 However, the DSEIR fails to address impacts to 
watercourses from drainage and erosion that will r esult if culverts and armoring 
are added to th e ephemeral streams. 213 If th ese eph emeral waters are altered, th e 
flow, which will be channelized, may exceed th e culver t openings added by the 
Project design.214 If the flow exceeds the capacity of the now-a1·mored channel, 
"water will pond and sediment will settle to the stream bottom."215 

Third, the DSEIR fails to consider the cumulative impacts that the 
construction of road crossings constructed at th e Project site may have on drainage 
and erosion. 2l6 Dr. Myers concludes that the cumulative impacts of the 27 planned 
stream crossings, "could have the largest effect on the east side of the project area 
where many small drainages emerge from mountains and begin to flow across the 
alluvial fans ."217 The culverts proposed to stabilize the channels may have the 
unintended effect of changing the drainage patters, leading to high velocity flows 
that result in high sedimentation and erosion rates. According to Dr. Myers, "[i]f 
one or more culverts causes the channels to shift, it is p ossible for channels to 
combine during floods and create larger flows and m ore erosion. The DSEIR has 
failed to consider these potential cumulative impacts of stream crossing 
construction." 218 

Finally, the County's modification of the mit iga tion measures approved for 
the 2010 Final EIR will result in additional, unanalyzed impacts on drainage. Bio-8 
r equired that the Project avoid any and all waters, washes and drains at the Project 
site.219 However, the Applicant has eliminated this mitigation measure in the most 
r ecent version of the Project. 220 Furthermore, the DSEIR concludes that the 
removal of this mitigation measure will not result in additional impacts. 221 This 
conclusion is completely misleading and inaccurate. 

212 Myers, p. 11. 
213 See id. 
214 Myers, p. 14. 
215 Jd. 

2 l6 Myers, p. 16. 
217 Id. 
21s Id. 
219 DSEIR, p . B .21. 
220 Id. 
221 DSEIR, p . C.6-56. 
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The DSEIR lacks substantial evidence to support is conclusion that Project 
construction and operation will not result in significant impacts to watercourses. 
Instead, substantial evidence shows that the construction of culverts in the 
drainages at the Project site will result in the constriction of water flow, leading to 
downstream impacts, such as flooding, erosion, sedimentation and gullying. 222 The 
DSEIR must be updated to address and mitigate these unidentified and 
unmitiga ted significant impacts. 

ii. The DSEIR Fails to Identify and Incorporate All Feasible 
Mitigation for Impacts to Drainages at the Project site 

According to the DSEIR, the Project's compliance with laws and r egulations 
are sufficien t to mitigate Project impacts on drainage to a level of insignificance.22s 
However, compliance with a regulation is not an indication of the sufficiency of 
mitiga tion measures where there is s ubstantial evidence that the project may result 
in significant impacts. 224 Indeed, "[i]f there is substantial evidence that the possible 
effects of a particular project are still cumulatively considerable notwithstanding 
compliance with the adopted regulations or requirements, an EIR must be prepared 
for the project."225 However, according to the DSEIR, complying with the 
requirements of a streambed alteration agreement from CDFW and a 404 P ermit 
from USA CE, n either of which has been prepared to date, is sufficient to ensure 
that impacts on ephemeral waters will be reduced below a level of significance. 
However , as previously discussed in this letter there is substantial evidence that 
the Project 's str eam-crossings will have significant impacts both up-and down
stream of the pl'Oposed stream alterations.226 Accordingly, the design of the stream 
crossings has the potential to significantly impact drainage patterns and result in 
eros10n . 

Furthermore, th e Project design does not comply with the requirements of 

83-60 cont. 

83-61 

G\fil A section 404. Section 404 permits require that the Applicant demonstrat e the 83-62 

design is the Least Environmentally Damaging Practicable Alternative 
("LEDPA").227 However, both Dr. Myers and the CDFW believe that there are less 
damaging alternatives or other design alternatives which could be implemented to 

222 Myers, p. 14. 
22s DSEIR, C.6-108. 
224 Com1nunities for a Better Env't v. California Res. Agency (2002) 126 Cal.Rptr.2d 441, 453. 
225 CEQA Guidelines§ 15064.4. 
226 Myers, p. 14. 
227 33 u.s.c. § 1344(b)(l ) (2012). 
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reduce overall Project impa cts on drainage and erosion. 228 Dr. Myers recommends 
that the "bridges t hat span th e crossin gs on t he west [of the Project site] have 
abutm ents above the t op of the terraces, [so] they would impinge very little on most 
flood even ts that pass the bridges thereby having little effect."229 CDFW issued 
several letter s r ecommending that the Project use the already-constructed Lit tle 
Panoche Road to service the Project, thereby preventing any additional construction 
or stream-crossings .230 By omitting any LEPDA analysis or evaluating other less 
damaging alternatives to the pr oposed culverts, the Applicant has failed to address 
impacts per the r equiremen ts of the CWA. Based on the recommendations of both 
Dr. Myer s and the CDF\iV, the stream crossing design set forth in the DSEIR is not 
the LEDP A. Indeed, substantial evidence shows that the Applicant's proposed 
watercourse modifications are environmen tally degradin g, and that it is practicable 
to use other alternatives, which are more protective of the watercourses on the 
Project s ite. Accordingly, a DSEIR containing the LED PA analysis and design must 
be recirculated so the public and decisionmakers can fully understand t he impacts 
tha t will result from the Project. 

E. The DSEIR Con1pletely Fails to Ide n t ify t he Project's 
Significa nt hupacts on Water Quality 

The DSEIR completely fails to "analyze th e poten tia l for construction activi ty 
to degra de water quality."231 Accordin g to the DSEIR, constr uction activity and 
excavation have the potential to degrade water quality.232 However, no analysis as 
to how th is conclusion was reached is provided. The DSEIR only states, 
"[c]ompliance with existing regu la tions, including implem entation of a Storm \Vater 
Pollution Prevention P lan ("SWPPP"), and implem entation of BPMs ... would ensure 
that potential impacts remain less than significant."233 However , this conclusion is 
not backed by substantia l evidence. In addit ion, Dr. l\<1ye1·s states, "[t)he project will 
ha ve significant cut and fill , especially where the perimeter roads cross washes, 

22s Myers, p. 14; letter from Jeffrey R. Single, Regional Manager California Depar tmen t of Fish and 
Wildlife, to Chief O'Connor , Chief Hollister Fire Department. Re: Fire Code Requirements and 
Access to the Proposed Panoche Valley Solar Farm (September 22, 2014). Attachmen t E. 
229 Myers, p. 14. 
230 Letter from Jeffrey R. Single, Regional Manager California Department of Fish and Wildlife, to 
Chief O'Connor, Chief Hollister Fire Department. Re: Fire Code Requirements and Access to the 
Proposed Panoche Valley Solar Farm (September 22, 2014). 
23! Myers, p. 15. 
232 DSEIR, p. C.15·4. 
23s DSEIR, p. C.15·7. 
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whether they are jurisdictional or not."234 The disturbance in the 27 water 
cr ossings235 could pick up and tr ansport sediment, which will impact down stream 
water quality.236 

The DSEIR fails to estimate how much degradation could occur, to discuss 
even qualitatively how it could occur, or prescribe measures to avoid 
degradation to downstream water quality. By failing to consider these issues, 
the DSEIR fails to adequately disclose the potential impacts of the 
construction of the project. 237 

Substantial evidence shows that the Project, as proposed, has the potential to 
substan tially impair water quality in the area. CEQA requires that the DSEIR be 
recirculated with more information, which would allow the public and decision 
makers to determine the extent of impacts on water quality. Furthermore, feasible 
mitigation, made enforceable through terms and conditions that address impacts to 
water quality must be incorporated. 

F. The DSEIR Fails to Incorporate all Feasible Mitigation for 
Public Health hnpacts Associated with Valley Fever 

Since publication of the 2010 Final EIR, new information regarding the 
severity of public health impacts related to Valley Fever has become available. 2ss 
Indeed, since the certification of the Final EIR, Valley Fever contraction has soared, 
with several instances of outbreaks associated with the construction of solar 
Projects in endemic areas. 

Valley Fever, also called desert fever, San Joaquin Valley feve1., desert 
rheuniatism, or coccidioidomycosis (short cocci), is an infectious disease 
caused by inhaling the spores of Coccidioides immitis, a soil-dwelling fungus. 
Spores, or arthroconidia, are released into the air when infected soils are 
disturbed, e .g., by construction activities, agricultural operations, dust 
storms, or during earthquakes. The disease is endemic (native and common) 
in the semiarid regions of the southwestern United States.239 

234 Myers, p. 15. 
2315 See Figure C.6·7. 
236 Myers, p . 15. 
231 Id. 
23s DSEIR, p . C.9-1. 
239 Pless, p. 6. 
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The DSEIR does suggest some mitigation; however, CEQA requires that all feasible 
mitigation required to reduce the impacts of the Project to a less than significant 
levelbe implemented. 

Acco1·ding to Dr. Pless, the Applicant's prop osed measures are 

a step in the right direction, [but] are not as comprehensive as the 
r ecommenda tions to limit exposure to Valley Fever developed by the 
Comity of San Luis Obispo's Public Health Department in conjunction 
with the California Department of Public H ealth in response t o an 
outbreak of Valley Fever in construction wor kers a t a cons truction site 
for a solar facility.240 

Furthermore, the "[t]he U .S . Geological Survey ("USGS") has developed 
recommendations to protect geological field workers in endemic areas. 
An occupational study of Valley Fever in California workers also developed 
recommendations to protect those working and living in endemic areas."24 1 Because 
the measures recommended by Dr. Pless, USGS, and the County of San Luis Obispo 
a re required to mitigate impacts to less than significant and are feasible to 
implement, 242 the DSEIR m ust be revised to include these protections in an 
enhanced dust control plan. 

G. The DSEIR Lacks Substantial Evidence to Support its 
Conclusion that Construction Air Quality Impacts have Been 
Mitigated to a Level of Insignificance and Fails to Incorporate 
All Feasible Mitigation for Construction Impacts on Air Quality 

The DSEIR's conclusions regarding air quality are not supported by 
substantial evidence in the record. According to air qualit y expert, Dr. Petra Pless, 
there are numerous problems with the DSEIR's analysis and the mitigation 
measures used to model Project impacts were not incorporated into the DSEIR. 
According to Dr. Pless, the problems with the DSEIR's conclusions and analysis are 
three-fold. 

240 Pless, pp. 6 - 7. 
241 Pless, pp. 9 - 10. 
242 Jd. 
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First, the Applicant was required, but failed, to consult with the MBUAPCD 
regarding constr uction equipment required for Project development. The DSEIR 
inaccurately portrays the MBUAPCD guidelines applicable to the Project by 
omitting the last sentence of the guidelines related to regulation of construction 
equipment. The DSEIR states, "construction projects using typical construction 
equipment that temporarily emit ozone precursors are accommodated in the 
emissions inventory for State and Federally required air management plans and 
would not have a significant impact on ozone concentrations."24s Dr. Pless points 
out that "[t]he DSEIR omits one crucial sentence from MBUAPCD's guidance: 'The 
District should be consulted regarding emissions from non-typical equipment, e.g. , 
grinders, and portable equipment."'244 The MBUAPCD defines typical equipment 
as "dump trucks , scrappers [sic], bulldozers, compactors and front-end loaders that 
temporarily emit precursors of ozone."245 However, the Project requires 
construction equipment that falls outside this definition, triggering the requirement 
for consultation. According to Dr. Pless, 

constr uction of the Revised Solar Project r equires a number of non-typical 
equipment, including multiple p ile drivers and generators, which have very 
high emissions compared to 'typical' construction equipment, one or more 
truck-mounted cranes, and several welders which are portable equipment; 
PG&E Upgrades require one or more crawler cranes, crawler drill rigs, and 
jet-fuel powered helicopter s. 246 

Accordingly, further information is r equired regarding consultation with 
MBUAPCD. 

Second, the DSEIR incorTectly claims that emissions associated with PG&E 

83-65 cont. 

upgrades "would not occur at significant levels due to the short construction period, 83-66 

the limited extent of equipment use, and the small footprint of the proposed 
upgrades."247 However, the duration of construction does not alleviate the 
requirement that these impacts be assessed and analyzed. Accordingly, more 
information is needed regarding hours of use per day, horsepower, load factors, etc. 
that would suppor t its claim that impacts associated with the upgrades a re 

243 DSEIR, p. C.4-4. 
244 Pless, p. 3 quoting :tvIBUAPCD, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, p .5-3 (2008). 
245 Jd. 
246 Pless, p . 3. 
247 DSEIR, p . C.4-12. 
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insignificant. 24s Without this information, construction emissions associated with 
PG&E upgrades cannot be calculated. The DSEIR, by omitting this information 
and any analysis, fails to provide substantial evidence to support its conclusions. A 
revised DSEIR that supplies this information and sets forth the analysis used to 
reach the DSEIR's conclusions must be circula ted. 

Third, the DSEIR fails to incorporate the modeling assumptions used to 
determine the maximum emissions from construction. According to the DSEIR, the 
Project's PMlO emission s will not exceed MBUAPCD's threshold of s ignificance. 249 

According to Dr. Pless, 

[t)he DSEIR's modeling analysis determined that PMlO emissions 
from a maximum area disturbed of 50 acres per day combined with 35 
haul truck t rips importing 1,200 tons fill soil per day would not exceed 
the MBUAPCD's CEQA threshold of s ignificance for PMlO assuming 
the site is watered three times per day and construction equipment is 
Tier 2 certified. 250 

Although the DSEIR incorporates the watering and maximum disturbance 
requirements, "the n umber of haul trucks per day (35) and the quantity of soil 
imported (1200 tons/day) are not reflected in the DSEIR's mitigation measures ."251 
Because the DSEIR's significance determination rests on the incorporation of these 
assumptions, they must be included as enforceable mitigation. By failing to include 
these a ssumptions , th e DSEIR's conclusion regarding Project impacts on air quality 
is n ot based on substantial evidence in the record. 

H. The DSEIR Defers The Formulation of Mitigation Measures in 
Violation of CEQA 

The Habitat Mitigation Plan in the DSEIR defers the formulat ion and 
adoption of specific enforceable mitigation measures to au uncertain fut ure date. 
CEQA prohibits a lead agency from defeITing the formulation of mitigation 
measures to some future time. 252 The DSEIR's approach to Habitat Mitigation Plan 
violates CEQA for two reasons. 

248 See Pless, p . 4 . 
249 DSEIR, pp. C.4-4 ·5. 
250 Pless, p . 6. 
251 Id. 
252 CE QA Guidelines, § 15126.4(a)(l )(B). 
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First, the Habitat Mitigation Plan provides a vague outline of tentative plans 
for the deferred formulation of mitigation measures. For instance, the plan requires 
a "[d]iscussion of measures to be undertaken to enhance ... the on-site preserved 
habitat and off-site mitigation lands fo1· listed and special-status species."253 
"Numerous cases illustrate that reliance on tentative plans for future mitigation 
after completion of the CEQA process significantly undermines CEQA's goals of full 
disclosure and informed decision-making; and consequently, these mitigation plans 
have been overturned on judicial review as constituting improper deferral of 
environmental assessment."254 Indeed, in Communities for a Better Environment v. 
City of Richmond, the Court determined that the EIR "merely propose[d] a 
gene1·alized goal ... and then set[] out a handful of cursorily described mitigation 
measures for future consideration that might serve to mitigate ... emissions 
resulting from the Project."255 Similarly, here, the DSEIR sets forth cursorily 
described measures, none of which include performance goals or criteria. Indeed, 
biologist Scott Cashen points out that success of the plan cannot be ensured "vithout 
the identification of key components and success criteria. 

Second, the approach taken in the DSEIR stultifies public participation, as 
the lack of proposed concrete measures prevents the public and decision makers 
from evaluating the mitigation m easures for their effectiveness. "The development 
of mitigation measures, as envisioned by CEQA, is not meant to be a bilateral 
negotiation between a project proponent and the lea d agency after project approval, 
but rather, an open process that also involves other interested agencies and the 
public."256 Indeed, "[a] study conducted after approval of a project will inevitably 
have a diminished influence on decision making. Even if the study is subjected to 
administrative approval, it is analogous to the sort of post hoc rationalization of 
agency action that has been repeatedly condemned in decisions constructing 
CEQA."257 

The DSEIR proposes only a "generalized goal" of habitat and species 
monitoring, and then defers discussion, description and development of monitoring 
and preservation measures. This defeITed mitigation effectively omits the public 

253 DSEIR, p. C.6-76. 
254 Citizens for a Better Env't v. City of Riehnwnd (2010) 184 Ca1App.4th 70, 93. 
255 Jd. 
256 Jd. 
257 Sundstrom, 202 Cal.App.3d at 307. 
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from the decision making process and violates CEQA. The County must remedy 
this inadequacy in an updated and recirculated DSEIR. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Prnject presents significant environmental issues that must be addressed 
prior to approval of the Project. The DSEIR's project description is improperly 
truncated. Th.e DSEIR fails to adequately establish the existing setting against 
which to measmre Project impacts on biological, groundwater and hydrological 
resources. The DSEIR also fails to include an adequate analysis of and mitigation 
measures for the Project's potentially significant impacts. The County failed to 
include a reasonable discussion of alternatives and improperly deferred the 
formulation of mitigation measures to post-approval studies for impacts associated 
with biologicail resource impacts. Due to these significant deficiencies t he DSEIR 
violates the requirements of CEQA. The County must prepare a revised DSEIR 
that addresses these inadequacies and recirculate the revised DSEIR for public 
review. 

Sincerely, 

MAQ:clv 
Meg~~ 

Attachments 
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